[Molecular mechanism of cancer seeding: adhesion molecules and signal transduction networks].
Cancer is a chronic and progressive disease characterised by disturbances of growth, cellular differentiation and maintenance of tissue integrity. The latter phenomenon leads to invasion. The transition from the noninvasive towards the invasive stage of the disease is crucial because it transforms a benign and easily curable lesion into a malignant and therapy-resistant disease. Tumour progression is the result of a number of genetic alterations, initiated by a single mutation without immediate clinical manifestations and ending with a metastatic cascade. Activation of tumour-promoter genes (oncogenes), by mutation or overexpression, and inactivation of tumour-suppressor genes, by mutation or deletion, favour oncogenesis. Separate genes are implicated in distinct steps of the tumour progression. Defects in DNA-repair genes influence all steps. Metastasis is a multistep process of invasion. At each step invasion occurs within a micro-ecosystem in which a continuous molecular crosstalk takes place between the cancer cells and the host cells that participate at the establishment of the tumour. The cancer cells carry the genetic alterations and act as the founders of the micro-ecosystem. We shall discuss the invasion-suppressor function of the E-cadherin/catenin complex. Inactivation of one element of this complex may initiate invasion in an appropriate genetic background. Such inactivation may take place at various levels: mutation in coding sequences; hypermethylation of the promoter; mRNA instability; tyrosine phosphorylation; proteolysis; extracellular interactions.